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EXAMPLES OF TROPICAL FRUGIVORES DEFENDING
FRUIT-BEARING PLANTS
THANE K. PRATT
ABSTRACT.-In
the tropics, birds have not been shown to defend fruit-bearing
trees or vines, even though tropical birds defend other sourcesof food at high
density, particularly flowers. I studied foragingof frugivorous birds in New Guinea
and describehere four examples of feeding territories at fruiting woody plants: 1)
a female Blue Bird of Paradise (Paradisaearudolphz]
at ScheJlera
pachystyla,2)
a male Indian Koel (Eudynamisscolopacea)
at Chisocheton
sp., 3) a male Cinnamon-breastedWattlebird (Melidectes
torquatus)
at Dendrocnide
ternatensis,
and
at Scheflera
4) a Reinwardt’s Long-tailed Pigeon (Reinwardtoenareinwardtsz]
chaetorrhachis.
The birds of paradise, wattlebird and pigeon were individually
recognizable. All four holders of feeding territories (“defenders”) attempted to
chaseaway all other visiting birds (“visitors”) and succeeded,except in the case
of the wattlebird, where some visitors were larger than it was. Chaseswere not
always followed by feeding. Defenders either spent long periods at their feeding
territories or visited them repeatedly. They held their feeding territories over
several days.
Despite the burgeoningstudy of fiugivory and
seed dispersal (Howe and Smallwood 1982)
birds in the tropics have not been shown to
defend fruit-bearing plants. Outside of the
tropics, only the Northern Mockingbird (Mimuspolyglottos)
has been demonstrated to defend a fruiting tree (Moore 1977, 1978). That
more caseshave not been reported is surprising, becausebirds do defend other sourcesof
food occurring in temporary patchesof abundance, e.g., flowers (Stiles and Wolf 1970; Gill
and Wolf 1975a, b; Carpenter and MacMillen
1976; Pyke 1979) and prey fleeing from army
ant swarms (Willis and Oniki 1978). A few
observers have noted aggressivebehavior by
tropical birds at fruit-bearingplants(Leek 1972,
Bourne 1974, Howe 1977); however, most investigatorshave either given the problem little
attention or have commented on the low level
of aggressionat the trees they observed (Willis
1966, Terborgh and Diamond 1970, Cruz
1974, Crome 1975, Foster 1977, McDiarmid
et al. 1977, Howe and Vande Kerckhove 1979,
Howe and De Steven 1979).
As part of a larger study of seeddispersalat
a mid-elevational forest in New Guinea, I recorded visits by frugivores to 29 individual
fruit-bearing plants(Pratt 1983). In the present
paper, I show that four of these plants were
defended as feeding territories by individual
frugivores. I usethe term “defender” for a bird
defending a fruit-bearing plant and “visitor”
for any other visiting frugivore. Brown and
Orians (1970) defined the essentialcharacteristics of a territory as: “( 1) a fixed area, which
may changeslightly over a period of time, (2)
actsof territorial defenseby the possessor
which

evoke escapeand avoidance in rivals, so that
(3) the area becomes an exclusive area with
respect to rivals.” As an alternative hypothesis, aggressivebehavior by a frugivore may
enable such a bird to gain accessto fruit at
many plants, at the expenseof subordinatefrugivores. Therefore, in order to establishthat a
bird is defending a fruiting plant as a feeding
territory, one must show that (1) the same,
recognizable, aggressive individual (the defender) makes repeated feeding visits to the
fruiting plant within and among observation
periods, (2) the defender successfullydrives
other birds from the fruiting plant and thereby
reducestheir feeding rate at the plant, and (3)
the defender returns to the fruiting plant to
rout visitors even when it does not intend to
feed immediately. In consideringthe four cases
I ask the following questions: Do these cases
represent defenseof feeding territories? When
should a frugivorous bird defend a fruiting
plant? And why has suchbehavior previously
gone unnoticed?
STUDY AREA AND METHODS
The study was conducted from September,
1977 through March, 1980, on Mt. Missim,
12 km northeast of Watt, Morobe Province,
Papua New Guinea, at an elevation of 1,600
m. This site was remote from human disturbance.The tree flora is very rich (ca. 180 species
in six ha); epiphytes and vines are diverse and
abundant. The community of avian frugivores
includes 36 arboreal species,the predominant
families being pigeons(Columbidae), birds of
paradise (Paradisaeidae), honeyeaters (Meliphagidae), and berrypeckers (Dicaedae). Av-
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TABLE 1. Blue Bird of Paradisedefending S. pachystylu;
numbers of visits to the feeding territory by the defender
and visitors for each observation period. Values in parenthesesshow numbers of visits to branchesA, B, and C.
Defender

Day
Amil

1979

19
20
21
21
22
22
27

Time

15:00-18:OO
15:00-18:00
06:40-07:45
07:46X)9:40
14:40-16:lO
16:11-18:OO
06:5048:50

Totals:
First 4 periods (740 min)

Feeding

3 (2A, l?)
3 (2A, 1B)
2 (2A)
0
0
2 (2A)
0
10 (8A, lB, l?)

eragemassis taken from birds captured during
banding and from specimensat the American
Museum of Natural History; measurements
from other authors are cited accordingly.
Observation periods varied in length and
number for each of the four cases.However,
during each period the activities of the birds
were recorded at two-minute intervals. Birds
were viewed with binoculars and a telescope.
Marked birds were color-banded at least one
month before observation; in most casesthey
had been banded for much longer.
RESULTS
PARADISAEA RUDOLPHI DEFENDING
SCHEFFLERA PACHYSTYLA

Scheflerapachystyla
Harms (Araliaceae) is an
epiphytic shrubwith ropy branches5-7 m long.
Each branch periodically produces a terminal
inflorescencecomposed of three to six radiating branches,each about one m long and bearing 20-50 “cones.” Ten to 20 hard conical
berries are tightly anchored in the cone. Each
berry (ca. 15 x 20 mm) contains 15-20 flat
seeds.Ripening fruits turn color from red to
purple and are available year-round within the
population (Pratt 1983).
I monitored a fruiting S. pachystylashrub
in 1978 when it was not defended and in 1979
when a defender was present. Observation periods for 1978 totaled 975 min: 27 July
(15:00-18:00), 3 August (14:35-17:50), 4 August(7:00-l l:OO),9 August(14:45-l 7:45), and
10 August (14:45-l 7:45). Observation time in
1979 totaled 920 min (Table 1). The quantity
of fruit at the shrub differed between the two
years; much more fruit was available the second year. In 1978 the shrub bore only one
fruiting branch with 26 fruiting cones, while
the next year it bore fruit on three branches
(A, B, and C), which were visited differently
by the defender and visitors. At the beginning
of the study, branch A (38 cones)wasjust ripening, B bore 35-40 ripe cones, and C had

Vnts

visits
Chases

by visitors

Feeding

TOtal

Non-feeding

4
2
3
0
0
1
0

:
5
0
0
4
0

6 (4B, 2C)
4 (lA, lB, 2C)
7 (7A)
5 (4A, 1B)
2 (lA, 1B)
0

5
4
0
1
0
0
0

10

19

25 (13A, 7B, 5C)

10

i 63

remaining 13-15 partly eaten ripe cones. By
the end of the study 18 cones were on A, 13
on B, and none on C. The distanceA to B was
an estimated 8-10 m, A-C 5 m, and B-C 8 m.
In 1979 a large vine, PalmeriaarfakianaBecc.
(Monimiaceae), 30-35 m away, attracted some
of the birds also feeding at the S. pachystyla.
At my study site virtually the only birds to
feed on S. pachystylafruit were four species
of partially frugivorous birds of paradise: the
Blue Bird of Paradise (Pa:,adisaea
rudolphi,P
145g),Lawes’s Six-wired Parotia (Parotialawesii,$ 165 g, P 145g), Superb Bird of Paradise
(Lophorinasuperba,$ 90 g, o 65 g), and Magnificent Bird of Paradise (Diphyllodes
magnijicus,$ 80 g; Pratt 1983).
In 1978, only Lawes’s Parotia and Superb
Bird of Paradise made feeding visits, and I
witnessedonly one possiblecaseof aggression.
In 1979, a banded female Blue Bird of Paradise repeatedly visited and defended the S.
pachystylaon the first four days of observation: eight visits for feeding only, two visits
for feeding followed by defense of branch A,
two visits for defenseof branch A followed by
feeding, and sevenvisits for defensealone. The
Blue Bird of Paradise visited the shrub only
briefly; it either attacked trespassersfrom outside the shrub when they arrived, or flew to
the shrub shortly before the visitor. I do not
know how the bird of paradise kept the shrub
under surveillance because it was difficult to
tell where shewent upon leaving it. Once I saw
her perch in foliage closeby, at other times she
moved through the crownsof nearby trees,and
I also observed her leaving in the direction of
the Palmeriavine. My impressionwas that the
bird restricted her other activities to the vicinity of the S. pachystyla.
Active defense behavior included vocalizing, supplantingvisitors, chasing,or redirected
aggression,when the Blue Bird of Paradise bit
leaves on branch A and ripped them to pieces.
In addition to the 19 visits by the defender, I
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witnessed 17 visits by Lawes’s Parotia, 16 visits by Superb Birds of Paradise, and 2 visits
by Magnificent BirdsofParadise. The soleinteraction between visitors occurred when a parotia supplanteda Superb Bird of Paradise on
branch A.
The Blue Bird of Paradise focused her defense on branch A, rather than on all three
fruiting branches.She did not forage randomly
in the shrub but instead took fruit almost exclusively at A (P < 0.05, two-tailed binomial
test for a one-sample case, Siegel 1956): A,
eight feedingvisits;B, one; C, none; and branch
unrecorded, one visit. Though visitors made
13 feeding visits to A and 12 feeding visits to
B and C, the temporal distribution of these
visits followed a pattern, with visits to A clustered into two periods when the Blue Bird of
Paradise was apparently absent: on 21 April
at 7:46-9:40 and on 22 April at 14:40-16:10,
for a total of 11 feeding visits. When the Blue
Bird of Paradise was defending the shrub, the
only two feeding visits by visitors at A were
disrupted by the defender. Feeding visits by
visitors took place at B and C once when the
Blue Bird of Paradise was away and 11 times
when it was present;in three of theseinstances
the defender was actually in the shrub, perched
on A. The choice of fruiting branches by visitors, as influenced by the presenceor absence
of the defender, was statistically significant
(P < 0.005, Fisher exact probability test, onetailed, Siegel 1956).
In order to measure the effect that the defender might have on feedingvisits by visitors,
I counted the numbers of fruit swallowed by
the birds on each visit for 1978 and 1979 (Table 2). Individual feeding rates could not be
determined becausein both yearsmost visitors
were not banded;however, it wasevident from
plumage differences that more than one individual of each specieswas involved. Instead,
I recorded the numbers of fruits consumedper
visit. In both years some birds entered the
shrub, but did not feed; these data were not
included in the analysis since the birds may
have to inspect the fruit crop before deciding
whether to feed or not. However, all visits are
entered in Table 2. A factorial analysisof variance (usingthe GLM procedure of SAS statistical package)with years and speciesas classes,
showeda significantdifferencebetween species
(P < 0.0001) and significant interaction between years and species(P < 0.0 1). A Duncan
Test of the means showed significant differences (at the (Y= 0.05 level) between the Superb Bird of Paradiseand the two largerspecies,
but not between the parotia and the Blue Bird
of Paradise. For the two visiting species,the
yearsalso differed significantly,chiefly because
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TABLE 2. Blue Bird of ParadisedefendingS. pachystyla;
quantitiesof fruit taken per visit for three bird speciesare
given.
Bird of
paradise
speoes

Yea1

Blue
Blue
Parotia
Parotia
Superb
Suverb

one
two
one
two
one
two

Number

I

2

absent
0
1
0
1
3
0
5
0
8
4

of fruit eaten per wit
3

4

5

6

0

4

2
4
1
0
0

0
2
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
5
5
0
1

2
3
0
1

the parotias took less fruit in 1979 when the
defender was present; means for the Superb
Bird of Paradise increased. The latter species
posed several problems for data analysissince
the amount of food it took per visit was often
equivalent to the unit of measurement (i.e.,
one fruit) and because fruit fragments swallowed by thesebirds were difficult to quantify;
I gave thesea cumulative scoreof one fruit per
visit.
E UDYNAMIS SCOLOPACEA DEFENDING CF.
CHISOCHETON SP.

This fruiting tree, cf. Chisocheton sp. (Meliaceae), was monitored on 20, 22, and 27 December 1978. Its small sphericalcrown reached
a height of about 20 m. The fruits were woody
capsules(2.0-2.5 cm diam.), dehiscing to expose two to four black seeds enclosed at the
base by a bright orange aril; the seed-aril unit
measured 12 x 16 mm. Initially the tree bore
ca. 1,200 fruits in loose clusterswithin the foliage. On the last day of observation 250 fruits
remained. The reproductive phenology of this
rare speciesis unknown.
The defender at this tree was an adult male
Indian Koel (Eudynamis scolopacea,ca. 170
g), a large black cuckoo. The bird was not
marked, but its extraordinarily long visits to
and rigorous defenseof the tree suggestedthat
the same individual made all visits. During
the 482 min of observation (Table 3), the koel
spent 130 min (27% of the time) perched near
the feeding tree and 253 min (52%) in the tree,
of which 63 min (13%) were spent feeding.
Thus, the defender was definitely present on
the territory for 383 min (79%). The only bird
permitted to feed in the tree was a female koel.
I saw eight attacks on other visitors: six times
againstBlack-eared Catbirds (Ailuroedus melanotis, 200 g) in bands of three to five birds,
once againsta fiuitdove (Ptilinopus sp., 125 to
150 g) and once against an unidentified bird
of paradise.Catbirds never entered the fruiting
tree and were attacked nearby. The two other
speciesalighted in the tree but were driven out
before they could feed. Four of the attackswere
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TABLE 3. Indian Koel defending Chisochetonsp.; rates
of visitation, feeding, and attackson potential visitors are
shown.
Observation

periods

TABLE 4. Wattlebird defending D. ternatensis;number
of visits for the color banded male wattlebird, for visitors
the same size or smaller than the wattlebird, and for visitors larger than the wattlebird are shown.

Keel behavior
Number

Day
Dec.
1978

20
22
27

Day
Time

14:x)-17:54
14:30-17:30
14:42-16:40

Sept.1979

Visits to tree

15:00-17:54
15:05-17:30
15:36-16:40

5
2
3

5
1
2

not immediately followed by feeding. Agonistic behavior included singing, rushing flights
at visitors, and supplanting.

21
22
27
27

Time

15:00-18:00
06:30-09:40
06:3049:30
15:00-18:OO

Wattlebird

3
10
2
4

of visits

Small

0
5
1
5

Large

0
10
2
2

between foraging bouts. When a bird left this
tree it usually disappeared immediately into
the surroundingforest. My impressionwas that
few of thesebirds hid in nearby foliage between
MELIDECTES TORQUATUS DEFENDING
foraging bouts.
DENDROCNIDE CF. TERNATENSIS
Feeding visits by the wattlebirds were more
Dendrocnide
cf. ternatensis
(Miq.) Chew (Ur- frequent than visits by other species,with at
ticaceae) is a fast-growing tree that colonizes least 30 visits by the two wattlebirds in conforest gaps.Annually, during the early wet sea- trast to 25 visits by all other speciescombined
son (August to October), female trees bear nu- (Table 4). Most of the visitors (14 visits) were
merous loose paniclesof several hundred fruit larger than the wattlebirds. Certain of the coleach; fruiting may also occur at other times of or-banded larger birds (a male and a female
year (Pratt 1983). The fruit consistsof a disk- Superb Bird of Paradise and a female Magshaped nut (1-2 mm diam.) enclosed at the nificent Bird of Paradise)were seento visit the
baseby a fleshylavender stem (2-6 mm diam.). tree repeatedly (data including casual inspecIn 1978, I observed a D. ternatensis
tree for tion outside of the observation periods). In 14
11 h. Cinnamon-breasted Wattlebirds (Meli- visits by large birds, the wattlebird attacked
dectestorquatus,47 g) were absent from the five, of which 3 left; in 11 visits by birds smalltree that year. Of the 30 visits by other birds, er or the same size as the wattlebirds, 4 were
four were by larger birds, the Rainbow Lory driven away. Only once did the male wattle(Trichoglossus
haematodus,
$ 135 g, P 120 g, bird return to the tree to attack a visitor but
Diamond 1972) and Superb Bird of Paradise. not to feed. Agonistic behavior included loud
Twenty-six were by small birds, the Common vocalizations, supplanting, and chasing.
Melipotes (Melipotes
fumigatus,47 g)and three
spp., 12 REINWARDTOENA REINA WARDTSI DEFENDING
speciesof berrypeckers(Melanocharis
to 20 g). Aggressiveinteractions did not take SCHEFFLERA CHAETORRHACHIS
Similar in many respectsto S. pachystyla,
the
place.
A color-banded male Cinnamon-breasted shrub defended by the Blue Bird of Paradise,
Wattlebird defended the tree in 1979 (Table S. chaetorrhachis
Harms. differs in being larger
4). This aggressivehoneyeater forages for in- in all proportions except for its tiny fruits. The
sects,nectar, and occasionallysmall fruits (pers. inflorescence is composed of numerous sinobserv.). The male was sometimes joined at uousbranchlets,each0.5-0.7 m long and bearthe tree by a smaller conspecific, probably a ing ca. 100 fruiting heads. These branchlets
female, which was marked with only an alu- radiate from a central axis and give the inflominum band. Of 36 visits by wattlebirds, the rescencea medusa-like appearance.The fmitbanded male was identified on 19 visits, in- ing heads(1.5 cm diam.) are composedof cluscluding six of the nine attacks on other birds; tered fruitlets, each 6 x 4 mm and containing
the female was identified on five visits. I did three to five seeds.I counted 20-30 fi-uitlets
not seeany wattlebirds without bands or with per head and estimated the crop to be 1O5fruitdifferent bands at the tree. The six speciesof lets. Fruitlets ripen from white to pale violet;
visitors included the Rainbow Lory, Lawes’s however, because of a rusty tomentum, the
Parotia, Superb Bird of Paradise, Magnificent color change is apparent only at close range.
appears to bear fruit anBird of Paradise,Common Melipotes, and Mid- S. chaetorrhachis
mountain Berrypecker (Melanocharislongi- nually at the end of the dry season(June to
cauda, 15 g). Some of the birds of paradise August).
A Reinwardt’s Long-tailed Pigeon (Reinwere color-banded,individuals of other species
were not. The wattlebirds and all visitors made wardtoenareinwardtsi,200 g) defended the
brief feeding trips and did not linger in the tree shrubI watched (Table 5). I have observedthis
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TABLE 5. Long-tailed PigeondefendingS. chaetorrhachis;
visitation and feedingtimes for the pigeonand the numbers
of visitors that visited the shrub and the numbers attacked are shown.

Time

22

16:12-l&02

23

15:00-18:OO

24

15:15-18:OO

25

06:50X)9:50

29
30
31
7 Sept.

Visitors

Pigeon

Day
Aug. 1979

15:10-18:lO
06:5549:55
06:55-09:50
06:5049:52

Visits

Feeding

16:30-16347
17:26-17:46
15:00-l 5:04
15:59-l 7:48
16:29-17:51
absent
06:5047:35
08:54X)9:50
absent
absent
two short visits, 3 min.
absent
absent
absent

speciesfeeding only on the unripe and ripening
fruits of four speciesof trees and shrubsin the
Araliaceae; this pigeonmay digestseedsaswell
as fruit pulp. I recognized the defender on all
visits by the condition of its molting plumage
and by a white chip in its bill. When not feeding, the pigeon spent long periods at the shrub
or conspicuouslyperched nearby. Visitors included ten speciesof passerines:the Trumpet
Bird (Phonygammus keraudrenii, 8 180 g, P
160 g), Lawes’s Parotia, Superb Bird of Paradise, Magnificent Bird of Paradise, Blackeared Catbird, Common Melipotes, Grey
Honeyeater (Pycnopygiuscinereus,46 g; Diamond 1972), Tit Berrypecker (Oreocharis arfaki, 20 g), Mid-mountain Berrypecker, and
Streaked Berrypecker (Melanocharis striativentris,d g 18, P 20 g; Diamond 1972). Visits
by thesebirds lasted lessthan 10 min and seldom included more than one feedingbout. Few
visitors were color-banded. The pigeon attacked all other species.Of the 22 visitors that
did enter the shrub when the pigeon was present, 20 were driven away. The pigeon called
rarely. It behaved agonisticallyby clapping its
wings loudly while attempting to alight on the
visitor. The pigeon did not immediately feed
after 17 of these attacks.
DISCUSSION
The three criteria essential to defining a territory, as setforth by Brown and Orians (1970)
are met by three of the four cases, and are
partially met by the fourth case,the wattlebird
at D. ternatensis:
(1) In all cases,the fruiting plant defined the
“fixed area” visited and defended. The Blue
Bird of Paradise defended only the part of the
plant in which it fed. I did not determine if
defended areas included other fruiting plants.

Visits

Attacked

17:16-17:46
17:17-17:48
16:29-l 7~39
(34 min.)
07: 19-07:26
-

0
6
5
1
0
11
17
8
0
41
13
20

5
4

11

(2) In all cases,the defender acted by supplanting behavior (all cases),chasing (all but
the wattlebird), and redirected aggression(Blue
Bird of Paradise). Defenders vocalized infrequently, and only the koel and wattlebird occasionally called immediately before or during
a supplantingor chase. Perhaps vocalizations
more effectively deter conspecifics,by advertising the feeding territory from a distance. I
did not observe conspecificsat feeding territories except at two territories defended by
males (koel and wattlebird) where in each case
a singlefemale fed. The Blue Bird of Paradise
and koel ambushedvisitors from perchesnear
the feeding territory. In this way, they may
have discouragedvisitors even when they were
absent,sinceexperiencedvisitors could not tell
whether or not they would be attacked. Alternatively, because fruiting plants may attract
predators (Howe 1979), defenders may have
been avoiding predation by leaving the plant.
(3) In three cases(all but the wattlebird), the
defended area was exclusive to rivals when the
defender was present..Visitors fed at the territories of the Blue Bird of Paradiseand pigeon
when these defenders were absent. Only the
wattlebird failed to evict visitors; it successfully routed birds smaller than or the same size
as itself, while larger birds often remained.
However, the wattlebird’s defense could have
accounted for the lower numbers of smaller
speciesrecorded in the year when the wattlebird waspresent,compared with the year when
it wasabsent.All speciesvisiting the territories
elicited aggressive responses from territory
holders, a pattern in common with many cases
of interspecific territoriality (Murray 198 1).
Arguably, the aggressivebehavior observed
in the four caseswas not defense of feeding
territories, but instead behavior enabling these
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individuals to gain accessto fruit at any plant.
If so, more than one aggressiveconspecific
could have been observed at each plant, and
aggressivebirds should have been aggressive
only during feeding visits. However, I show
that these cases were feeding territories because:
(1) In three cases(all but the koel), the same
recognizable,aggressiveindividual wasthe only
bird defending the plant. No other aggressive
birds visited the fruiting plants; indeed, few
conspecificswere recorded. Also, the recognizable individuals repeatedly fed at the fruiting plant within and among observation periods.
(2) In all casesfeeding by other birds was
reduced or prevented, as explained above. Although parotias fed at the shrub defended by
the Blue Bird of Paradise, they ate fewer fruits
per visit than the defender and fewer than parotias in another year when the defender was
absent. Presenceof the Blue Bird of Paradise,
and particularly, defense of the most desired
part of the shrub,were associatedwith lessened
feeding by parotias.
(3) In three cases(all but the wattlebird), the
defender frequently chasedaway other visitors
even when it was not feeding. The defender
either returned to the territory specifically to
rout visitors (especially in the caseof the Blue
Bird of Paradise)or waited in or near the fi-uiting plant between feeding bouts (koel and pigeon). Defense not associatedwith feeding suggests that defenders were actually protecting
fruit for later consumption.
When should a frugivorous bird defend a
fruiting plant? The defender must choose a
fruit crop large enough to sustain itself. If a
fruit crop is too small, the defender must forage
elsewhere and could lose too much food to
other birds visiting the territory in its absence.
A large fruit crop would be impractical to defend because:(1) if other birds seldom visited,
the defender could give up defenseand still get
enough to eat; (2) if other birds visited often,
defensewould require too great an effort; and
(3) defensewould be logistically impracticable
if many visitors were to arrive simultaneously.
For example, foraging in flocks enablesmockingbirds to invade feeding territories (Merritt
1980). Howe and Vande Kerckhove (1979)
showed that frugivore visitation rates depend
directly on the size of the food crop for a single
speciesoftree in one season.This suggests
that,
to avoid high encounter rates with visitors, a
defender should choose a territory of intermediate crop size.
Feeding territories are defended only under
certain conditions, so frugivorous birds forage
uncommonly in this way. I observed bird vis-

itation at 29 fruiting plants, and only thesefour
casesrepresent feeding territories. Other factors help to explain why defense of fruiting
plants has not been previously reported for the
tropics. Field biologistsmost often notice and
chooseto study fruiting trees with large crops
and high visitation rates by birds. My data
show that defended fruiting plants are seldom
visited by other birds. It is difficult to observe
defenseby frugivores;chasesare few, and feeding territories are even more inconspicuous
when defendersstation themselvesoutside the
plant. Lastly, since some nonterritorial birds
behave aggressivelyat fruiting plants, individuals must be recognizable in order to identify
a feeding territory.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The New Guide to the Birds of New Zealand.-R. A. Falla, R. B. Sibson, and E. G. Turbott. Illustrated by Elaine
Power. 1981.Collins.Aucklandand London. 247 D. $39.95.
First published in 1966, this field guide was revised, extended, re-illustrated,and re-setin largerformat for a 1978
edition. That, in turn, was subsequentlyreprinted with
Addenda, resultingin the present version. The book presents the native and introduced birds, living or recently
extinct, ofNew Zealand and its outlying islands,for a total
of approximately 320 species.Thus the Kakapo (Strigops
habroptilus),the Huia (Heteralochaacutirostris),and the
New Zealand Thrush (Turnagra capensis)are included,
moas are not. With fewer speciesand a smaller area to
cover than most other field guides, the speciesaccounts
can be longer than usual while keeping the book in standard size. The accountsare conventionally organized,yet
they go into considerabledetail where appropriate, particularly on habitat, range, and breeding. Line drawings
and 48 color plates portray most of the birds, and include
many variations of sex, age, and molt. The Addenda (as
of October 1980) comprisefour additional species,changes
in scientific names, and recent information concerning
some of the rarer birds already mentioned. Glossary, references,index, end-paper maps. Clearly indispensablefor
field identification, this well-preparedguide can also serve
stay-at-homesas a handy sourceof information about the
habits of New Zealand’s breeding birds.

year study, of which this report is a major result. Eleven
of the 12 native land birds are consideredas to habitats,
behavior, food, nesting, distribution, and status.(Jenkins
hasalreadypublishedon the endemic rail, Rallus oustoni.)
The causes of the population declines are briefly
discussedand steps toward the conservation of habitats
and birdlife are recommended.One appendixgivesa complete list of the birds of Guam, another gives data on the
abundanceof the 11 speciesof forest birds. Maps, graphs,
color photographs,list of references.

Tropical SeabirdBiology.-Edited by Ralph W. Schreiber.
1984. Studies in Avian Biology No. 8, Cooper Ornithological Society. 114 p. Paper cover. $12.00. Source:Allen
Press,Inc., P.O. Box 368, Lawrence, KS 66044; all orders
cash in advance; make checks payable to Cooper Omithological Society. This book is a collection of six papers
that were presentedat a symposiumof the Pacific Seabird
Group in December 1982. The theme of the symposium
arrangedby Dr. Schreiber, was “the seabirdsof the low
latitudes and the relationship between those speciesand
the various components of the marine ecosystemfound
along the temperature-salinity gradient to the north and
south.” The papers are: “An ecological comparison of
oceanicseabird communities of the South Pacific Ocean”
by D. G. Ainley and R. J. Boekelheide, “Feeding overlap
in some tropical and temperate seabird communities” by
A. W. Diamond, “Physiological ecologyof incubation in
The Native ForestBirds of Guam-J. Mark Jenkins. 1983. tropical seabirds” by G. C. Whittow. “Growth strategies
Ornithological Monographs No. 3 1, American Omitholin marine terns” by N. P. Langham, “Some considerations
ogists’Union, Washington, DC. 61 p. Paper cover. $9.00 of the reproductive energeticsof pelagic seabirds” by R.
($7.00 to AOU members). Source:Assistant to the Trea- E. Ricklefs, and “Contrasts in breeding strategiesbetween
surerof the AOU, Dr. Frank R. Moore, Dept. of Biology, some tropical and temperate marine pelecaniformes” by
University of SouthernMississippi, SouthernStation Box J. B. Nelson. While these reports will clearly appeal to
5018, Hattiesburg, MS 39406; all orders must be prepaid specialistson thesebirds, they deserveto be seenby other
and include a $0.50 handling charge. Situated approxi- ornithologistsas well, for comparative insights into the
mately 1,800 km north of Papua New Guinea, the island different wavs that birds feed and rewoduce. The discusof Guam currently has a resident avifauna of 25 species. sions that surely followed the original presentations,and
A megapode(Megapodiuslaperouse)has long since been that are among the chief values of a symposium, are reextirpated, populations of most of the remaining land grettably lacking. On the other hand, all those who had a
specieshave declined drastically, and ten speciesare ofhand in producingthe volume deserveapplausefor manficially being consideredasendangered.Information need- agingto publish it so soon after the event, yet still have it
ed for a conservationprogram was soughtthrough a two- nicely printed. Illustrations and lists of references.

